
Multipotentialite 

Known as: 

• Curator, PRISM Collaborative 
• Weekend Editor, LGBTQ Nation 

• Editorial Revolutionary-in-Charge, The Renaissance Project 
• Creator, The #FightToWrite 

• Work seen in Washington Post, Guggenheim, Columbia, etc. 



Hi! 
Hey everyone - I'm just your run of the mill 

multipotentialite (noun – a person who is 

strongly talented in multiple creative arts) from 

Brooklyn, New York.  

 

I have shared my skills with congresspeople, had 

my thoughts shared with millions, and been a 

general nuisance to all of society.  You may know 

me already — possibly for being the Curator of 

PRISM Collaborative, and creator of the 

photojournalistic method ‘PhotoView’ and 

#TheFightToWrite. 

 

You may have seen me somewhere in Columbia University, The Guggenheim, or 

The New School—or over in PAPER Magazine, Tinder, or CBS Sports. Maybe you've 

read Spike Lee, Gio Benitez, or Dr. Funkenberry talk about something I've crafted. 

 

Maybe I’m familiar to you for being recognized as one of the internet's top 

scholars of prominent entertainers Prince, Michael Jackson, and Rick Astley? 

 

Who knows, maybe I'm just known as that guy that talks too much. Regardless, I 

have mastery in all things writing, entertainment, media, fashion, content creation, 

complaint-filing - and so much more. Honestly, I can do ANYTHING and 

EVERYTHING. In fact, I literally do too much.  

 

Right now, that includes curating my first multidimensional exhibition, 

***DEMO***, writing a fictional sci-fi series The Kaleidoscope, and managing a 

series of podcasts, including Little Live Story.  

 

You’ll see more details about these things (and more) ahead.  Thank you so much 

for reading and I hope that I (or something I create) can be of service for you! 

https://prismcollaborative.com/Juwan-the-Curator
https://prismcollaborative.com/Juwan-the-Curator
https://juwanthecurator.wordpress.com/photoview/
https://juwanthecurator.wordpress.com/photoview/
https://prismcollaborative.com/fight-to-write/
https://genius.com/artists/Juwan-the-Curator
https://genius.com/artists/Juwan-the-Curator
https://prismcollaborative.com/sound/little-live-story/


“B orn out of Brooklyn, Juwan Holmes is a boundary -

defying, multi-hyphenate creative and New York native 

who encapsulates the ideals of a modern storyteller. From 

his work in disciplines ranging from photojournalism to 

writing, there isn ’t much Juwan isn ’t capable of exploring 

as an artist.  

 

As Founder and Curator of the PRISM Collaborative, 

Juwan’s legacy starts and begins by fighting to advocate 

for others, especially artists of underrepresented 

backgrounds.  He not only embraces, but is emboldened by 

the variety life brings him, which he hopes will define his 

journey.  



Juwan’s brainstorms have led to the development of radical 

ideas and needle-moving moments such as the “Photoview” 

and #TheFightToWrite, two examples which highlight his 

multipotentialite customs.  

 

His talent has shined in a vast variety of publications, 

including: Bustle, Genius, PAPER Magazine, The Shade 

Room, Tinder, Xtra Magazine and Medium - and 

institutions, including: Columbia University, NYU Tisch 

School for the Arts, The New School, and Parsons School of 

Design. 

 

 While he is clearly able to find a home in any artistic 

arena, Juwan stands out by specializing in youth engaging, 

queer-affirming, marginalized-centering expression of 

thought. His ever-growing reach and presentation of his 

work epitomizes the new breed of artists willing to learn 

and excel in the sanctity of any organization ’s success.” 
 

- Steven Underwood, Jr. 



Career 

Entertainer/Personality 

Brand Development/Experience Curator 

Advocate/Educator 

Writer 
-Journalist/Essayist 

- Creative/Screenwriting 

Photographer/Videographer 



Contact 

E-mail: 

Juwan@PRISMCollaborative.com  

Holmes.juwan.j@gmail.com  
 

Directory: Linktr.ee/JuwantheCurator 

Portfolio: JuwantheCurator.Wordpress.com  

PRISM Homepage: PRISMCollaborative.com/Juwan -

the-Curator 

 

Social Media: 

@JuwanTheCurator on all platforms  

(Also @JuwanTheWriter on Twitter, 

@JuwanThePhotographer on Instagram)  

 

Phone Number available by contact only  

Signal: +1 (908) 912-4517 

 

All images and material in this document are ©Juwan The Curator Freelance 

Services or © PRISM Collaborative Group unless listed otherwise. Use or re-
production without permission is prohibited.  
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